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Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2018 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________

Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________

Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________Signed:_________________________

Under 7 Gold
Our first Sunday morning game for the season saw any chance of a
mother’s day sleep-in for our “Kooka-Mummas” put on hold as we took the
field for a 9am kick-off!
Our Golden Superstars were issued with the challenge to do it for the mums
and continue on with another awesome display of Burra Footy that we had
seen to date. Captain Kaffas had been practicing his coin toss and had
been debating which way we should kick if the coin fell in his favour and
was eager to let his teammates know the result in our pre-game lead up.
We had some speed in the midfield in the opening term and went bang right
from the first bounce with Mason, Alessio, William and Liam Inglis controlling the midfield and dictating the direction of play at every ball up.
Our forward line wasn’t too shabby either with Jack and Max kicking goals
for the quarter and Maxi following up with a second at the end of the term.
Nothing but praise was offered during the quarter time address and the
boys continued in the second quarter with some great ground ball tussles
reiterating our never give up team rule and the run and carry aspect of our game.
Noah got a little caught up in the moment and drifted out of his zone and into our backline on a couple of instances
but quickly realised his error and went back into his correct position (with the ball under his arm in one instance) and
assisted in clearing the ball into space.
We had some impressive displays of our Burras making some space and being an option a kick away from the footy
and this was evident with the rebound defensive play from Brodie who didn’t let anything past his midfield line. This
was also reflected in our forward line when William made some space, received the ball and kicked himself a goal
and coupled with Jaxxon and Mason bagging 1 each also the boys were controlling the game nicely.
At halftime we spoke to the group about sportsmanship and the importance of everybody enjoying their footy and
that the coach would monitor this out on the ground and adjust our playing style as needed.
This would seem to have been an unwanted verbal handbrake for the kids as we were totally absent in the third
term and lost the drive to be first to the footy, be in front of our opponents and to make quick decisions with the ball
and Mawson Lakes most certainly controlled the quarter and we needed to re-focus on our game style and this was
addressed at the three quarter time break.
Our Burras were encourage to “lift their eyes” when kicking forward and find a target rather than kicking blindly and
to be first to the footy in every instance.
A couple of players were singled out in a our midfield with Fletch being issued a challenge to get at least two kicks
during the quarter and our madman Wacko Jacko being told that he had to “EXPLODE” and control the centre of
the ground.
Both little Burras were successful in completing the challenges set and Jacko was inspirational to his teammates in
the midfield and coupled with some strong defence in our backline haltered the tidal wave of momentum that wasn’t
in our favour.
Some positives taken out of the game include our positioning on the field and making space along with only calling
for the ball whilst unchecked.
Some areas that we will be working on include our centre ball up
structure and the second and third efforts to the contest along with
vision to find a target with the footy rather than a panicked kick down
field.
Scorers: Max Johns on 2.0, Mas on Smart 1.0, Jaxxon Wilson
1.0, Ayden Kaftan 1.0, Jack Hartwell 1.0, William Dennis 1.0
Thank you to all the mums who came out to support our U7 Gold
Superstars, we may sometimes take what you constantly do for us
for granted but Sundays game and show of appreciation was a
chance to put you all back into the spotlight where you belong.

Under 8 Gold
We had a big crowd for this Mother’s Day weekend football match and the boys put on a show, perhaps as a way to
thank all those mothers that clean their guernseys and ensure that they are well fed to perform their best.
A big score from our boys today! We scored 19 goals 9. If they were in defence they may have felt a little cold but
when in midfield they were strong and hitting targets in the forward line consistently. We had multiple goal scorers
and many stand out players. Brady Borgas was dominant for his three quarters, taking 9 marks for the game and
many kicks and handpasses, so too was Henry Brown who was our biggest scorer for the match as he scored 4
goals and one that particularly stood out was his Eddie Betts snap from the pocket. Our captain for the day was Noah Archer and he lead by example with a handy point and had a few kicks in the middle that reached their targets in
the forward line. His singing of the team song was also very passionate.
A strong game by all of the boys and great team work. It is really enjoyable to see all of their skills progress.
A big thank you to our super mum on this mother’s day game Kerryn Dempsey who does a fantastic job as team
manager and even brought a box of roses for the mothers in the crowd to share.
Keep up the great effort boys. It is enjoyable to watch.
Scorers: Brady 3:1, Henry B 4:3, Ethan D 1, Owen D 1, Tyler G 1, Noah H 2, Dec lan 3:1, Reuben 2:1, Mitc hel l
W 2, Ethan H and Noah A 1 point.

Under 8 White
Mother's Day Sunday found our Burras making the trip to Angle Vale for the second time in 3 weeks. We were down
a few players, but we wanted to put in a solid 4 quarter performance for the special mums out there.
We're really starting to focus on getting the best individual performance from each of our players to assist our team
as a whole. We can be proud of some great steps in the right direction from players like Hunter, Owen and Kale. All
showed what they are capable of, with strong performances. Clunking marks around the ground, attacking the footy.
All 3 were so close to finishing off with goals today, too. As the composure and confidence around the footy comes,
so will those finishes! Something I am looking forward to!
Captain Zane was his industrious self around the ball and we saw this rubbing off on team mate, Ryan, throwing
himself at the footy and contests. We want to see more of this!
There was stand out games from centre clearance machine's Cailan and Dakota. It's a pleasure seeing them
streaming forward with the footy in hand. Cailan taking a strong contested mark was a highlight! Dakota bouncing
up from a tackle reinforcing to all watching what tough Burras are all about.
Eli and Cooper keep showing that when they have the right attitude and focus on winning that footy or taking that
mark, they will beat their opponent. Caleb is always dangerous when around the contest and proved again that
when he puts himself in the right areas, he'll be lining up for a shot on goal.
A special thanks to Lani (Hunter's mum) for arranging the secret squirrel Mother's Day flowers. You're all deserving
mums and the kids loved putting on a show for you today!

Under 9 Blue
For Round 3, U9 Blue returned to Harpers Field to play one of the other U9 GGFC teams ‘Team Gold’, in a Showdown under lights on Friday night. Numbers were again strong with only Cameron unavailable. Louis was our captain for the night. The boys seemed to ready to play with plenty of enthusiasm shown in the warmup. The conditions
were cool but it was great to see a strong home crowd out to support both teams.
The game commenced with both teams sharing the play for the first half of the quarter with Brady, Jayden and Harry all busy in the middle. In the forward line Patrick and Jackson were involved in a number of movements which
kept the scoreboard moving. Whilst in defence, Blake and Kadin were heavily involved ensuring the U9 Gold forwards were under pressure.
The quarter time break gave an opportunity to complete the rotations as well as point out a number of positives from
the first quarter. In the midfield, Lochy and Harry were involved in moving the ball with some great run which gave
our forwards a number of opportunities. Jackson, Brandon and Ryan ensured the ball stayed in the area and that
the goals kept coming. Down the other end of the field in defence, Austyn and Sam showed some great team play
with some strong tackles. As the halftime siren sounded this gave all involved an opportunity to have a rest and reset for the second half.
The third quarter commenced with a strong play from the boys in the middle. As the quarter continued the U9 Blue
machine was starting to roll with the boys in the middle giving the forwards a number of opportunities. There were a
number of strong tackles or blocks which ensured the opposition had minimal easy possessions. In defence, a couple of strong marks from Ryan and our captain for night Louis were a couple of highlights.
The siren sounded to conclude the third quarter and the boys were certainly keen and ready to finish off the game.
The message was to be first to the ball and run & carry the ball. The goal was set to aim for 5 ‘team goals’ for the
quarter. In the middle, Blake and Austyn started the last quarter with plenty of run whilst Sam won possession of a
loose ball then kicked an impressive long goal. One very impressive play was a perfect ruck tap from Jamison to
Austyn who then was able to kick the ball to Harry who was able to line up and kick a great team goal. Whilst in defence the boys were playing tight football with Brandon completing a couple of strong tackles whilst Jackson and
Ryan ran out the game strongly.
As the final siren sounded, we congratulated the other team for a great game and joined together as one to sing the
club song. As a team, it was very pleasing to see the boys take a number of things that we covered at training into
our game. Tonight’s game was certainly our best four quarter team effort for the year and again demonstrated how
much we have improved as a team. We still need to remember to stick to the basics and our team structures for the
entire game.
Lastly, I would again like thank all that assisted with the game in particular Daniel, Scott and Mark who again greatly
assisted with marshalling and motivating the boys. Round 4 will see us on the road to play Angle Vale. Go Burras!!

Under 10 Blue
This week on the 11th of May the Golden Grove Burra's Under 10 Blue team went up against Hope Valley. We had
to play at their home ground in what was our first night game for the year. Despite the recent weather the playing
surface was not that muddy and on the night it wasn't that cold, wet, or windy as one might have thought it was going to be. This resulted in nice conditions for ball handling but the wind might have affected scoring accuracy.
Captains for tonight's game were Jett Chenoweth and William Rasch and both boys were right in it all game, leading
the way for the team. It was also a highly eager Jett who found himself playing against his old team mates for the
first time and I am sure he wanted to show them up. Not long after the first ball up our boys managed to get the ball
forward and score the first goal. What a great start to the game!! The night wasn't going to be that easy as the game
became more of an arm wrestle and was a real stop/start type of match with a lot of whistle blowing. With the lead
changing several times throughout the game all players and parents were quite vocal with their support. Despite
some inaccurate kicking from our boys, who managed to hit the post 5 times in a row at one stage, our Burra's managed to get over the line for another close win. Well Done!!
Tonight's goal scorers were Lucas Bagnato, Zak Dimasi, Cameron Jarvis, Joey Musolino, and Owen Manders, plus
there were many players who had shots at goal that resulted in a point. Well done to all the team for their effort to
keep attacking the ball and getting so many shots at goal. Looking forward to our next game for another chance for
this team to show us how well they are growing as a team. Go the Burras!!

Under 11 Red
On Mother’s Day our boys were winners on and off the field with a lovely gesture organised by the boys to say
thank you.
On Sunday U11 Red (DJ’s Squad) played Payneham at home, it was a great game of footy. Golden Grove winning
their second game of the season was great, however, the Mother’s Day surprise the boys had organised was even
better.
The U11 boys, coaches and dads worked together and made a Mother’s Day Banner for all the ‘mum’ people in
their lives. The boys formed a guard of honour before inviting the ‘mums’ to run through it, in a beautiful gesture to
say thanks for all the things ‘mums’ do for them.
Following the game, the mums joined the boys in celebrating their win by singing the club song all together in a
massive celebratory circle. To all our boys on behalf of the ‘mums’, thank you for making our Mother’s Day extra
special.
We would like to say well done to our boys for playing a great game against Payneham. The boys came away with
a win, 9-3 to Payneham 4-5.
The season has been progressing well after a long and hard preseason, working with the entire Under 11 squad in
preparing for playing on the full size ovals. All the coaches and officials have been really impressed with how well
our boys have accepted every challenge thrown at them and importantly how they are establishing great bonds
within and across our two teams. If we are prepared to work really hard, improve from week to week and look after
each other….anything is possible towards the end of the season.
Keep up the great work boys (and families for your support at trainings and on game day).

Under 12 Red
It was yet another perfect day for football as we took on Payneham at Harper’s Field and it
was great to see the determination on the boy’s faces to get the win for their mothers on
Mother’s Day. We were a little short of players this week and it was excellent to have Nick
Tarca join the team from the Under 12 Whites, he slotted into the team perfectly and
played an awesome match.
The match started with Liz Stevens coordinating the day as we had canteen duty, so it
was no mean feat to get all shifts filled for the day. The coaches, Jamie Dobie and Mark
Weaving, struggled to work through what time we were playing and where we should do
our warmup, but with a bit of help from Stuart Giles got through an excellent warmup.
The day didn’t get off to a particularly great start with Greg and Heather Cooper and
Michelle Dobie making a mockery of the day wearing Port Power gear and carrying on
because they had won their first showdown in 3 years. It was more important that Greg
focused on what he does well as first aider.
Garry Scott played his traditional reliable game out wide floating around supporting the entire team and Ground
Marshall Jason Rudd at times had to hold back the crowd. Well played Garry and Jas! Poor Angelo Tarzia who has
never had a tougher week in goals, although injured from waving the flags so many times managed to stay out on
the ground all day until the end.
Ever reliable Shane Arnold put in an excellent effort as boundary umpire and it was great
to see Shane step up his game to another level when he rocked up to the game with a
brand new whistle. Aslan you have a bit of work to do to catch up. With Lindsay and Jackie doing the timer role we knew each quarter was going to be precisely measured and the
siren was held down for just the right amount of time.
Leanne Scott received best on ground for her performance with the camera, the photos
taken on the day were outstanding, although it wasn’t a perfect day for Leanne losing her
prescription glasses. It was a wonder that she could take good photos without them.
The day was fairly warm and with Cael Gursoy, Danyle Dobie and Brodie Leisavnieks
running water we knew the boys wouldn’t run out of steam. Great team play boys! The
support on the sidelines was brilliant thanks to Rochelle Bartlett, Collen Durdin, Ana, Brett
and Kathy, Sue O’Malley, Andrea Ray, Kerry and Jonathon. Great effort team!
The on ball team in the middle worked hard all day and it started with Ange Griffin, Amber Arnold and Marcia Hartmann the effort at the start really did get us going for what was going to be a great day. But as good as our start
was it was Madeline Stevens, Michelle Dobie, Page Dobie, Niamh Hewitt and Carolyn Gursoy who settled the team
through the second quarter. At this stage we weren’t sure if we were drinking more than we were serving. It was
great to see a little cameo role filled by Michael Leisavanieks as well!
The third quarter continued with Bel Kenna, Sylvia Hibbard, Sandra Giles and Phil (Best Chips in Australia) Durdin.
The customers kept coming and we just took it one order at a time and came out on top in the third quarter.
In the fourth quarter we brought in the big guns of Bev and Alan Braybrook who were able to fend off the day and
saw us finish with the win. It was very pleasing to see all the support on the day for what turned out a fantastic
Mother’s Day. The match was played in great spirit and the team work was the best I have seen. Great game lads!
Final Score - Golden Grove 26.9.165 def Payneham 0.1.1
Goals - Tyson Hartmann 7, Zac Bartlett 3, Xander Mossop 3, Lachlan Giles 3, Tyson Durdin 2, Jai Arnold 1, Talan
Cooper 1, Daniel Hewitt 1, Jakson Ray 1, Luke Scott 1, Kalan Weaving 1, Tom Stevens 1, Michael Tarzia 1

Under 12 Girls
What a fantastic game from the girls!!! Yes, they won by a huge margin
but it was a great game because of how they did it. The skill they showed,
the effort the girls put in while playing for the opposition, their selflessness
to make sure team mates kicked their first goals and the celebrations from
the team when girls kicked their first ever goals was amazing.
The final score was Golden Grove 20.10.130 def Athelstone 2.2.14
Goal kickers: Tahlia Lienert , Ashleigh Ovenden - 3 goals, Tarly Borgas, Lillie Kowal, Alyssa Lienert, India Pinch - 2 goals, Hudson Bleasdale,
Ava Field, Ashlee Fraser, Amalie Innes, Kirra Lebessis, Caitlin Ronaldson
- 1 goal
Special mentions go to first time goal kickers Lillie, Caitlin, Ashlee F and
Ava. Also to Nevaeh, Tahlia, India and Amelia who played a quarter for
Athelstone and gave 100%
Again, the girls came out of the blocks fast in the first quarter, kicking 8 goals 4 points to no score. Hudson Bleasdale rucked well against a bigger girl and when she wasn't able to win the ruck India Pinch was there to read the fall
of the ball and clear it into our forward line and the goals followed. Some great team goals with clean kicking and
handballs and winning contested possessions.
The second and third quarters were a great test for all the team, with Tahlia Lienert and India Pinch playing for Athelstone. It was fantastic to see their effort for the opposition and also the way the rest of the team played against
them. Both quarters resulted in four goals being kicked with a few first time goal kickers.
What a great final quarter, with the ball remaining in our forward line for most of it. And it led to more first time goals.
A highlight of the game was the celebration when Caitlin Ronaldson kicked her goal and Aaliyah Heritage running
from the wing to the goal square to get involved in the celebrations.
Many thanks to the coaches, Michael Jolly and Matthew Kowal for all the time and effort they've been putting into
the team. I know the parents and girls appreciate what the guys have been doing for the team and have really enjoyed your coaching.
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